### SUGGESTED STUDY PATTERN

**Year 1**

#### Study Period 1
- **Core 100**
  - DCX101: Design Context
  - FA101A: Fashion Illustration
  - FA104A: Introduction to Branded Fashion Technical Drawing

#### Study Period 2
- **Core 100**
  - DSO102: Design Studio 1
  - FA107A: Introduction to Shape and Form
  - FA108A: Fashion Studio Practice

#### Study Period 3
- **Core 100**
  - DSO103: Design Studio 2
  - FA106A: Fashion vs Clothing

#### Study Period 4
- **Core 200**
  - FA202A: Digital Print and Theory
  - FA201A: International Fashion Systems
  - FA203A: Techs and Specs for Fashion

#### Study Period 5
- **Core 200**
  - DSO201: Design Studio 3
  - FA208A: Enterprise Management
  - PBL202: Problem Based Learning Studio

#### Study Period 6
- **Core 200**
  - DDD203: Discover, Define, Develop, Deliver
  - FA207A: Advanced Draping and Sewing

**Year 2**

#### Study Period 1
- **Core 200**
  - FA101A: Fashion Illustration
  - FA104A: Introduction to Branded Fashion Technical Drawing

#### Study Period 2
- **Core 200**
  - DSO102: Design Studio 1
  - FA107A: Introduction to Shape and Form
  - FA108A: Fashion Studio Practice

#### Study Period 3
- **Core 200**
  - DSO103: Design Studio 2
  - FA106A: Fashion vs Clothing

#### Study Period 4
- **Core 200**
  - FA202A: Digital Print and Theory
  - FA201A: International Fashion Systems
  - FA203A: Techs and Specs for Fashion

#### Study Period 5
- **Core 200**
  - DSO201: Design Studio 3
  - FA208A: Enterprise Management
  - PBL202: Problem Based Learning Studio

#### Study Period 6
- **Core 200**
  - DDD203: Discover, Define, Develop, Deliver
  - FA207A: Advanced Draping and Sewing

---

**Additional Notes**

- Prerequisite: subjects that must be completed before another subject.
- Corequisite: subjects that must be completed alongside another subject.
- RPL: Recognition of Prior Learning.
- 8 subjects per year: follow a 3 subjects-3 subjects-2 subjects pattern across the year's three Study Periods (Trimesters).

---

**Please note**

- Not all subjects are available for each Study Period. If your suggested subjects are unavailable, please take the subject that is immediately preceding or following that subject.

---

**Any questions? Please contact your Success Coach on yoursuccescoach@laureate.edu.au**